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The Ancient Egyptians are famous for their pyramids and mummies, but how do these ancient
items impact your life today? From hieroglyphs evolving into emojis and kohl around the eyes
evolving into eye liner and mascara, the inventions and discoveries of Ancient Egypt offer us
endless reasons to appreciate history.
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FUTUREImagine you are taking a ride through your state’s capital on a field trip. You pass a
statue of an important person in history. Raising your phone to the window, you snap a photo.
Your friend couldn’t go on the trip. So you send her the picture along with a couple of silly smiley
faces to let her know what’s happening. You arrive at the big, fancy capitol building with your
classmates. It towers over you as you crane your neck to look up. At your teacher’s instruction,
you take out your notebook and pen to jot down notes about important government positions
during the tour. You learn about the taxes the government collects and how that money is used
to help people.From monuments and huge buildings, such as that statue and your state capitol,
to everyday things, you can find origins deep in the past. Even such things as writing with pen
and paper for school assignments or texting friends with emojis aren’t exactly new. The modern
world is full of ideas and inventions that date back thousands of years to the civilization of
ancient Egypt. Large building projects, taxes, and even predicting the weather have roots in this
civilization, which came to an end more than 2,000 years ago.Like grand buildings of today, the
Egyptian monuments were built to impress. The main temple at Abu Simbel features four huge
statues, each 66 feet (20 meters) tall, of the king that built it—Ramses II (reigned 1279–1213
BC).WHO WERE THE ANCIENT EGYPTIANS, ANYWAY?
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